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Mon, Jul 9, 2018, 5:33 AM
to Mary, Stephen, Gail, bcc: me
Hi Mary and Stephen,
Please find attached the 2017-18 results for the outcomes assessment of the CAOS degrees and
certificates.
If you could forward this email to the faculty who teach in this program, I'd appreciate it, as they may be
interested in looking at the results and discussing them during fall in-service.
It looks like targets are being met or exceeded for the AOP and Adm. Ass't. Certificate.
All targets were met for the Web Development Certificate with the exception of Outcome #1 and #2. For
Outcome #1, the instructor did not submit grades before she left CGCC. For Outcome#2, the same
instructor did not submit grades and the other class used to measure student achievement of the
outcome was cancelled to due low enrollment.
All targets were met for the AAS Admin. Ass't., however program faculty may want to consider when
updating the 2018-19 plan whether to keep OS 245 as part of the assessment plan. When Linda
overhauled the course, she was not aware that the group project would be used for the assessment of
the degree, so I would encourage the department to discuss whether Linda should create an assignment
so that OS 245 can be used in the degree outcomes assessment or whether this course should be
removed from the 2018-19 plan.
I'd be happy to discuss and/or answer any questions about the results.
Analysis of results will be completed during the CA/WT program review in 2021-22.
All results will be posted by the end of the week to: http://www.cgcc.edu/institutionalassessment/degree-certificate. (results posted to the web have been edited for publishing following
CGCC's data publishing guidelines)
Enjoy your summer,
Kristen
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